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Properties that are necessarily formulated within pure (symmetric) expectation values are difficult to calculate
for projector quantum Monte Carlo approaches, but are critical in order to compute many of the important
observable properties of electronic systems. Here, we investigate an approach for the sampling of unbiased
reduced density matrices within the Full Configuration Interaction Quantum Monte Carlo dynamic, which
requires only small computational overheads. This is achieved via an independent replica population of
walkers in the dynamic, sampled alongside the original population. The resulting reduced density matrices
are free from systematic error (beyond those present via constraints on the dynamic itself), and can be used
to compute a variety of expectation values and properties, with rapid convergence to an exact limit. A quasi-
variational energy estimate derived from these density matrices is proposed as an accurate alternative to the
projected estimator for multiconfigurational wavefunctions, while its variational property could potentially
lend itself to accurate extrapolation approaches in larger systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The extraction of expectation values and properties
of quantum systems whose operator does not commute
with the Hamiltonian has been a significant hurdle in
the widespread adoption of projector Quantum Monte
Carlo methods for many years1. These include impor-
tant physical properties such as the dipole or higher elec-
trical moments, as well as particle distribution functions,
forces and higher derivatives of nuclei position, static cor-
relation functions, quantum entropy estimators and var-
ious order parameters in the condensed phase. As such,
their reliable and unbiased computation within the pro-
jector Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) framework is an
active and important research area2–9. Within contin-
uum Diffusion Monte Carlo and its variants, there exist
techniques to unbias these quantities such as ‘forward-
walking’ and its variants3–6, Reptation Quantum Monte
Carlo7, and Hellmann–Feynman sampling8,9, all of which
have drawbacks regarding the additional computational
effort they require.
Recently, the Full Configuration Interaction Quantum
Monte Carlo method (FCIQMC) has been introduced as
a projector QMC technique formulated within the second
quantized algebra of arbitrary (antisymmetrized) Hilbert
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spaces. This method relies on the fact that, as opposed to
continuum approaches, the space is finite (although ex-
ponentially large) and therefore can employ annihilation
(cancellation) processes between walkers of different signs
in order to overcome the Fermion sign problem10–12. Ad-
ditional systematically improvable approximations have
also been introduced to the method to allow for a large
reduction in computational effort, while nevertheless con-
verging in the limit of large sampling to exact results
within the basis employed13–15. Furthermore, there is
significant empirical evidence that the computational ef-
fort required for the sampling of many systems scales
sub-linearly with the size of the Hilbert space as systems
grow in size and complexity14,16,17. This has allowed
for near-exact results to be obtained within systemat-
ically improvable random error bars with substantially
less computational effort than an iterative diagonaliza-
tion approach to the problem. This has allowed for large
molecular18, solid state19 and model Hamiltonians12,20–22
to be investigated with the technique.
However, studies to date have primarily focused on
properties of systems related to total energy differences,
such as ionization potentials, electron affinities, potential
energy surfaces and equations of state, all of which can
be computed in an unbiased fashion through calculation
of a projected energy expression. This relies on the fact
that for an eigenstate |Ψ〉, with energy E, this energy
2can be reproduced from
E = 〈EP 〉 = 〈ψT |Hˆ |Ψ〉〈ψT |Ψ〉 , (1)
for any function |ψT 〉 with a non-zero overlap with |Ψ〉.
However, to extend the scope of the method, it is neces-
sary to be able to extract unbiased properties from the
sampled wavefunctions, for operators which do not com-
mute with the Hamiltonian, such as those which are a
function of position. In these cases, Eq. 1 will not be
sufficient if the operator of interest has a different set of
eigenstates4.
Formally, these properties can be derived from the
presence of a perturbing operator to the Hamiltonian,
Aˆ, as
Hˆ ′ = Hˆ + λAˆ, (2)
where λ is the strength of the perturbation. The relevant
expectation value associated with Aˆ can then be obtained
by calculating the analytical (or numerical) gradient of
the energy with respect to the perturbation strength, at
zero perturbation23,
〈A〉 = ∂E
′
∂λ
∣∣∣
λ=0
. (3)
In the case of stationary wavefunctions, which is the
case (on average) in FCIQMC, the Hellmann–Feynman
theorem24 reduces this to the calculation of a pure ex-
pectation value of the operator, Aˆ, as
〈A〉 = 〈Ψ|Aˆ|Ψ〉〈Ψ|Ψ〉 . (4)
Equivalently, this can be written as the trace of Aˆ with
the appropriate rank reduced density matrix for the num-
ber of coupled particles in Aˆ. In continuum approaches,
the sampled distribution consists of the desired wave-
function multiplied by a trial wavefunction25, whereas
in FCIQMC, a single (pure) wavefunction distribution is
sampled26. However, this does not remove an inherent
bias from these expectation values, which fundamentally
arises from the difficulty in evaluating quadratic function-
als of stochastically sampled wavefunctions2, as found in
Eq. 4. Strictly, a similar bias arises even in naive accumu-
lations of the projected energy estimator of Eq. (1). This
is because the ratio of the sampled wavefunction distri-
butions has a finite covariance which needs to be properly
accounted for when calculating the quantity27,28.
In this paper, we describe the source of this bias
for quadratic functionals, before demonstrating a way
to sample one- and two-body reduced density matri-
ces (RDMs) of the sampled wavefunction within the
FCIQMC dynamic in an unbiased fashion, with only
small additional computational overheads. This al-
lows for calculation of pure expectation values and
quantities of interest via a trace of the resultant N -
representable reduced density matrices with the appro-
priate operator29–31. The accumulation of the one- and
two-body RDMs therefore allows for access to one- and
two-body expectation values of the wavefunction, assum-
ing that the appropriate operator can be projected into
the space.
Indeed, the energy is also a two-body expectation value
(of the Hamiltonian), and therefore an alternative, vari-
ational estimate of the energy is also accessible from the
two-body RDM. There may be significant advantages to
an accurate computation of this quantity, despite the
availability of the projected estimate (Eq. 1), since the
pure estimate does not rely on a good quality trial wave-
function in order to obtain a large overlap with the true
wavefunction and minimize stochastic fluctuations of the
energy. This is likely to be important in multiconfigura-
tional systems with significant static correlation, whilst
the variationality of the estimator may also offer a more
rigorous extrapolation procedure for systematic errors
compared to the non-variational projected estimate. Fur-
thermore, as a quadratic functional of the wavefunction,
errors in the energy given by the pure expectation value
of Eq. 4 will scale quadratically with the error in the
wavefunction, rather than linearly in the case of Eq. 1,
again potentially leading to an improved estimator.
Section II will briefly recap the stochastic FCIQMC
algorithm, before detailing an adaptation to allow for
non-integer walker weights to reduce the random error-
bars in the approach. Section III will then detail a naive
approach to sampling density matrices, which was imple-
mented in Ref. 32, but which was known to be biased,
the origin of which is pinpointed and discussed. An up-
dated approach is then formulated and presented in sec-
tion IV, which rigorously removes this bias, and the con-
vergence and unbiased nature of the resulting properties
are demonstrated. The computational overhead of the
approach is analysed in detail, and strategies to minimize
its impact without introducing further approximations il-
lustrated. Finally, rigorous benchmarking of a range of
properties are shown, including the quasi-variational en-
ergy estimate, all of which show encouraging accuracy
and convergence properties with both imaginary time,
and walker number.
II. FCIQMC RECAPITULATION
Full Configuration Interaction Quantum Monte Carlo
can be considered as a stochastic minimization of the
energy with respect to a sampled full configuration in-
teraction wavefunction expansion. This wavefunction is
a simple linear combination of all Slater determinants
that can be constructed from distributing the available
electrons within the (orthonormalized) single-particle or-
bitals spanning the space, as
|Ψ〉 =
∑
i
Ci|Di〉, (5)
where |Di〉 represents a Slater determinant, labeled by
the orbital occupation string i. The linear coefficients
3of this expansion are the objects that are stochastically
sampled, such that the average sampled determinant
weights 〈ni〉 are proportional to Ci. Their optimization
to the variational ground state of the ansatz is simulated
via a stochastic, iterative application of the equations:
∆ni(β+τ) = −τ

∑
j6=i
Hijnj(β)

−τ(Hii−ES)ni(β) (6)
where ∆ni(β) represents the change in ‘walker’ pop-
ulation/weight on determinant |Di〉 in the time step
β → β + τ . This leads to population dynamics of a set
of walkers which occupy determinants connected to each
other in this many-electron Hilbert space. This dynamic
consists of a set of stochastically realized processes.
The first is a ‘spawning’ step, which is performed for
each occupied determinant, and a number of times pro-
portional to the walker weight at that determinant (ni).
A single or double excitation is randomly chosen, with
normalized probability pgen(j|i) for the excitation from
|Di〉 to |Dj〉. The walker amplitude on |Dj〉 is then aug-
mented with a signed probability given by
pspawn = − τHij
pgen(j|i) . (7)
Finally, a ‘death’ step is performed, by which the am-
plitude on each determinant, |Di〉, is (generally) reduced
with probability τ(Hii − ES)ni. Taken together, these
two steps simulate the dynamic in Eq. 6. However, an
additional ‘annihilation’ step is essential in order to over-
come an exponential increase in noise and other features
associated with the Fermion sign problem12,33. In this
step, walkers of opposite signs on the same determinant
are removed from the simulation.
As mentioned in the introduction, the energy of the
wavefunction can be extracted from a projected esti-
mator (Eq. 1), which in this paper is simply obtained
from a projection onto the Hartree–Fock determinant
(|ψT 〉 = |DHF 〉). In addition, the value of ES is varied
throughout the simulation in order to maintain a con-
stant, desired weight of walkers. At convergence, this
value should fluctuate about the energy of the system,
providing an alternative estimator for the energy based
on the total growth rate of all the walkers in the sys-
tem. More details on the specific implementation of
these steps, and the derivation of this dynamic from
the imaginary-time Schro¨dinger equation can be found
in Refs. 10, 34, and 35. Furthermore, the systematically
improvable initiator approximation is used exclusively
throughout this work (sometimes denoted i-FCIQMC to
distinguish it from the full method). This involves a dy-
namically truncated Hamiltonian operator, where spawn-
ing events to unoccupied determinants are constrained
to be only allowed if they come from a determinant with
a walker weight greater than nadd. This approximation
can be systematically improved as the number of walk-
ers increases, as increasing numbers of determinants fulfil
the criteria, and the sampled Hamiltonian therefore ap-
proaches the exact Hamiltonian. More details and bench-
marking of this approximation can be found in Refs. 14
and 16.
A. Non-integer walker weights
Recent advances in the methodology were introduced
by Petruzielo et. al.35, where among other things, non-
integer walker weights were introduced. This non-integer
extension to FCIQMC requires a realization of Eq. 6
which allows walkers with non-integer weights to be
spawned. This is done by applying the spawning and
death processes continuously rather than discretely. By
‘continuous’ in this context, we mean that weights are
assigned in a spawning/death process in a continuous
framework, without the additional stochastic process to
convert the resultant weight into an integer value for ∆ni.
Applying both of these steps continuously removes the
need for much of the random number generation in the
code, and reduces the instantaneous fluctuations on any
given determinant by allowing modification of its popula-
tion by small fractions of a walker, rather than by whole
walkers at a time. It should also be noted that when de-
termining the number of attempted spawning events from
a determinant with a non-integer number of walkers, the
fractional part of the amplitude is used as a stochastic
test for whether to perform an additional spawning step
on top of ⌊ni⌋, to ensure the overall number of spawning
attempts is still proportional to ni, where ⌊ ⌋ and ⌈ ⌉
represent rounding down or up to the next integer value
of a real number respectively.
However, with continuous spawning events automat-
ically accepted (unless |Hij| is exactly zero), the num-
ber of successful spawning events is substantially in-
creased. This requires more memory to store the increase
in spawned walkers, but also slows the simulation down,
as each spawning event must be put through some com-
bination of communication and annihilation steps in or-
der to transfer this information. It is therefore necessary
to have some level of stochastic compression of the low-
weighted walkers, to avoid storage costs for walkers which
would quickly span much of the space.
In this work, the overhead of dealing with the addi-
tional low weighted walkers is controlled by two parame-
ters. First, a subspace over which the non-integer walker
weights are allowed is imposed. This is most simply done
via a restriction of non-integer weights to only be al-
lowed within a subspace defined by a given number of
particle-hole excitations from the reference determinant
(generally Hartree–Fock), determined by the cutoff pa-
rameter χ. This greatly minimizes the fluctuations in
EP , since any value of χ ≥ 2 will ensure that all determi-
nants which contribute to 〈EP 〉 (with the Hartree–Fock
trial wavefunction) are included in the non-integer space,
which is finely resolved. Any spawning event out of this
space requires an additional stochastic step to discretize
4the walker amplitude to an integer quantity.
In addition, a minimum occupation threshold (Nocc)
is defined, in order to ensure that low-weighted determi-
nants do not proliferate, as was initially introduced in
Ref. 35. After all annihilation events are complete, the
instantaneous population of each determinant, ni, is as-
sessed in comparison to this threshold. If ni < Nocc,
its population is rediscretised to either Nocc (with prob-
ability niNocc ) or 0 (with probability 1 −
ni
Nocc
). Larger
values of Nocc will therefore reduce the occupied space of
determinants by depopulating more determinants with
ni < Nocc. Of course, values in excess of 1 correspond
to a coarser representation of the wavefunction than the
original integer algorithm in certain regions of the space,
making such a choice inadvisable. Conversely, setting
Nocc = 0 has no effect at all and returns us to the un-
tenable scenario where a very large number of instanta-
neously occupied determinants with low weight must be
simultaneously stored.
An alternative strategy is to restrict the total num-
ber of successful spawning events, which is known to
be much higher in the non-integer algorithm. Many of
these events may be propagating only small fractions of
a walker at a time. For spawning events in particular,
the cost of treating these low weight progeny in terms
of storage and communication, can be substantial com-
pared to their negligible impact on the progress of the
simulation. The death events do not bear the same cost,
as the populations are directly updated in the main list of
determinants. Therefore, a minimum threshold value, κ,
can be introduced for a continuous spawning event, with
the advantage over Nocc that additional communication
costs are avoided (these strategies can of course be used
together). If pspawn (as given in Eq. 7) is greater than
κ, pspawn walkers are spawned as a continuous event. If
pspawn is less than κ (i.e. a low weight event) κ walkers
are spawned with probability
pspawn
κ , otherwise 0 walkers
are spawned. By doing this, the disproportionate cost of
treating progeny smaller than κ is saved.
It was found that the description of at least some parts
of the space in this continuous fashion, allowing for finer
resolution of these wavefunction amplitudes, was univer-
sally beneficial, with efficiency gains of up to 120 times
over full use of integer walker weights. This was due to
the reduction in stochastic noise, although the precise
efficiency gain was significantly system-dependent. The
change was also not found to have any negative effect
on equilibration or serial correlation times. The gain in
efficiency was found to be fairly consistent across values
for χ, Nocc and κ, however, an approach with χ = 4
(for a CISDTQ non-integer subspace) and a minimum
occupation of 1 walker (Nocc = 1) was found to be advis-
able due to its more modest memory demands compared
to a more complete non-integer walker space. This rec-
ommended approach typically resulted in 50% increased
computational effort, and approximately twice as much
memory than the integer method, which is more than
offset by the gains in efficiency. These parameters will
be used throughout this work unless otherwise specified,
with κ = 0. A more detailed analysis of this efficiency
gain can be found in Ref. 36.
III. STOCHASTIC SAMPLING OF REDUCED DENSITY
MATRICES
The second-order reduced density matrix (2-RDM) can
be expressed in second quantization within a basis of spin
orbitals as a rank-4 tensor, Γ,
Γpq,rs = 〈Ψ|a†pa†qasar|Ψ〉 p > q, r > s (8)
where a†p and ap are creation and annihilation operators
respectively37. As the N -electron Hamiltonian is con-
structed only from 1- and 2-body operators, the 2-RDM
representation contains sufficient information to exactly
reproduce the total energy, as
ERDM =
∑
pq
hpqγpq +
∑
p>q,r>s
Γpq,rs〈pq||rs〉 + hnuc (9)
where the 1-RDM is represented as γpq = 〈Ψ|a†paq|Ψ〉. In
addition to accessing the total energy, the 2-RDM can
also be used to compute other 1- and 2-body static prop-
erties of the system, provided that the appropriate op-
erator can be projected into the space. This is achieved
by computing the trace of the relevant 1- or 2-electron
operator Qˆ with the RDM
〈Q〉 = Tr[ΓQˆ] (10)
where Qˆ is expressed in the same one-particle basis as Γ
(Ref. 31). As such, the reduced density matrices are a
powerful construct, allowing the calculation of a variety
of pure expectation values with a highly compact repre-
sentation of the relevant information in the N -electron
wavefunction, without introducing any approximation
into the total energy or other observable quantities29–31.
The reduced density matrices also form the basis of var-
ious measures of quantum entanglement38, can be used
to compute multireference explicit correlation corrections
to reduce finite basis error32,39,40, as well as provide the
information for self-consistent optimisations of orbital
spaces, as required for the complete active space self-
consistent field (CASSCF) approach41,42, and the density
matrix embedding theory (DMET)43–45.
For a FCI wavefunction expansion in a determinant
basis with coefficients Ci, the 2-RDM can be written as
Γpq,rs =
∑
ij
CiCj〈Di|a†pa†qasar|Dj〉 (11)
where the matrix element is non-zero only when Dj is
connected to Di by an rs→ pq excitation, giving a value
of ±1 (repeated indices are also allowed). Diagonal terms
in the RDMs can therefore be found as
Γpq,pq =
∑
{p,q}∈ i
(Ci)
2. (12)
5Therefore, within the FCIQMC dynamic, each determi-
nant, Di, contributes to the 2-RDM via C
2
i summed into
each of the N(N−1)2 elements where orbitals p and q are
occupied in Di, to generate the diagonal elements of the
2-RDM in a relatively simple fashion.
However, the explicit generation of all relevant deter-
minant pairs in Eq. 11 for the off-diagonal contributions
is prohibitively expensive (O[N2M2] per occupied deter-
minant), and so we seek an algorithm which avoids this
naive approach. This was considered in Ref. 32. As the
2-RDM involves contributions from pairs of determinants
that are (at most) double excitations of one another, the
existing spawning events that occur throughout the sim-
ulation to propagate the walker distribution in imaginary
time already generate the required excitations, through
the application of the Hamiltonian operator.
For each walker on determinant Di, the spawning step
generates a target determinant, Dj, which is always a sin-
gle or double excitation of Di. If the spawning attempt
is successful, the child walker is communicated to the
parallel process that hosts Dj, allowing its weight to be
updated. The stochastic RDM method exploits this ex-
isting computational effort and communication to sample
the RDM off-diagonal elements. To calculate the contri-
bution to the unnormalized RDM from this determinant
pair, the signed amplitude information of both determi-
nants is required, which can be achieved by passing a
small amount of additional information through the ex-
isting communication step with newly spawned walkers
(an amplitude and the identity of the parent determi-
nant, Di). After the communication step, the identity
and signed weight of both determinants are then avail-
able on the same process. The identity of the orbitals
that differ between them can then be easily calculated,
and the contribution added to the relevant off-diagonal
RDM element(s). Therefore, contributions to the off-
diagonal RDM terms are only included when there is a
successful spawning attempt between two determinants.
As the RDM contribution corresponding to CiCj is
only added in when there is a successful spawning event
between the determinants, it must be rescaled to take
into account the probability of this event occurring. The
contribution added into these terms will therefore take
the form
CiCj
pc(ni)(j|i) (13)
where pc(ni)(j|i) is the normalized probability of spawn-
ing at least one child (of any weight) onto Dj from Di
during the current iteration. This depends on factors
such as the number of walkers on Di, and whether it is
a stochastic or continuous spawning event. This can be
calculated for non-integer weighted determinants as
pc(ni)(j|i) = 1− (⌈ni⌉−ni)λ⌊ni⌋− (ni−⌊ni⌋)λ⌈ni⌉ (14)
and for determinants populated by integer numbers of
walkers as
pc(ni)(j|i) = 1− λni (15)
where ni denotes the instantaneous walker weight on de-
terminant Di for the iteration in consideration, and λ is
the probability of not spawning a walker (of any weight)
from Di to Dj in a single attempt. This value varies
depending on what ‘type’ of spawning event is being at-
tempted. Specifically,
λstoch. = 1−min(τ |Hji|, pgen(j|i)) (16)
λcont. = 1− pgen(j|i) (17)
λspawn cutoff = 1− τ |Hji|
κ
if pspawn < κ (18)
where λstoch. (Eq. 16) is to be used in the case of
a stochastically realized integer spawning event, λcont.
(Eq. 17) is to be used for a continuous spawning event,
and λspawn cutoff (Eq. 18) is to be used if the continu-
ous spawning truncation parameter, κ, is being used (see
section IIA) and pspawn < κ, otherwise λcont. should
be used. It should be noted that the unbiasing factor
pc(ni)(j|i) is not a constant, and is an implicit function
of β since it depends on the instantaneous walker weight
ni, for the iteration under consideration.
If multiple successful spawning events are registered
between a specific {i, j} pair in a single iteration, then
it is necessary to only consider this to be a single con-
tribution to the density matrix. In principle, if a pair
of determinants contributes to the off-diagonal RDM ele-
ment Γpq,rs, it will also contribute to the element Γrs,pq.
However, in practice, we choose to only update one of
these terms for a spawning event, with the other sam-
pled by events Dj → Di. The difference between the
two terms, related by the required Hermiticity property
of the sampled matrix, can then be used as a metric of
the quality of off-diagonal sampling of the RDM, before
it is averaged to become strictly Hermitian at the end of
the calculation (numerically equivalent to including both
contributions at the accumulation stage).
These stochastic reduced density matrices do not sat-
isfy the trace relation, given (for the 2-RDM) by
∑
pq
Γpq,pq =
N(N − 1)
2
p > q, (19)
where N is the number of active electrons. This is be-
cause the ni values are not normalized determinant coef-
ficients. This is more difficult to account for directly,
as normalising the full wavefunction requires average
sign values for all determinants, not just those instan-
taneously occupied. Instead, the 2-RDM is normalised
directly at the end of the simulation to enforce the trace
relationship in Eq. (19), which we are free to do as this
normalization is a freedom in the sampling of the wave-
function. Further N-representability constraints would
be hard to apply, since these generally correspond ei-
ther to structural relationships between higher-ranked
RDMs (which we do not have access to in this scheme)
and lower ranked ones, or constraints on the spectrum of
the reduced density matrices which would be difficult to
6constrain at the sampling stage46–48. Furthermore, we
believe in this scheme that the RDMs obtained should
as faithfully as possible reflect the wavefunction which
is sampled, rather than imposing additional constraints,
which would result in derived properties not directly cor-
responding to expectation values of the sampled wave-
function. It should be stressed that if the walker distri-
bution is sampling the correct wavefunction, then all N-
representability conditions will be exactly satisfied upon
appropriate averaging in imaginary time.
The technique outlined above allows for an accumu-
lation of an approximate RDM, alongside the stochastic
dynamic of the FCIQMC wavefunction. However, there
are a couple of subtleties which need to be considered.
The first concerns the fact that off-diagonal contributions
to the RDM arising from determinant pair {Di, Dj} are
only included in the event of a successful spawning event
from one to the other. The probability of this occurring
is proportional to the Hamiltonian matrix element con-
necting the two determinants (in the case of a stochas-
tic spawning event), which means that determinant pairs
whose spawning events are discretised and connected via
large Hamiltonian matrix elements will be sampled more
frequently than weakly coupled determinants. This can
result in sampling difficulties if two significantly weighted
determinants are not in the non-integer walker space, and
are connected via very small matrix elements, since a con-
tribution to the RDM may be poorly sampled, or even
entirely omitted. It should be stressed that continuous
spawning connections are not sampled proportionally to
the Hamiltonian matrix element, and so are not affected.
A specific example where issues can arise concerns the
connections to single excitations of the Hartree–Fock de-
terminant (DHF) in a canonical basis, whose connect-
ing matrix elements are therefore numerically zero by
Brillouin’s theorem. To account for this, connections
between the reference (generally Hartree–Fock) determi-
nant and its excitations (both single and double excita-
tions) are taken into account explicitly. This is simple to
do since the weight on the reference determinant is known
to all parallel processes, as it is used for the calculation
of the projected energy estimate, EP . Since the con-
tribution from these pairs of determinants is performed
exactly (which are likely to be the main contribution,
especially in relatively weakly correlated systems), their
contributions are not dependent on a successful spawning
event between the two.
However, it is still possible that other very small
Hamiltonian matrix elements connect substantially
weighted determinants, and a sampling error could then
arise. This was investigated by including additional
spawning events between determinants. These events
would spawn walkers between determinants proportion-
ally to a function of the inverse of the Hamiltonian matrix
element between them, or a specific lower-bound cutoff.
These spawned walkers would not adjust the walker am-
plitude on determinants they were spawned to, or affect
the simulation trajectory, but rather would simply confer
information about the respective determinant parent and
its amplitude (with appropriately adjusted pc) in order
to include the contribution to the off-diagonal elements
of the RDMs when the Hamiltonian matrix element be-
tween the two determinants was small. This was found
to provide negligible improvement across a range of sys-
tems as this sampling error was small, and therefore we
consider this unnecessary and do not pursue it further
here.
Despite this, the quality of the sampled density ma-
trices remains poor, and convergence to the exact den-
sity matrix and derived properties with increasing walker
number is slower than for properties such as the projected
energy of the system (see results in Ref. 32). This is due
to a remaining significant error beyond simply a mani-
festation of insufficient sampling time or initiator error
of the wavefunction. This remaining bias can be summa-
rized by the observation that the appropriate contribu-
tion to the density matrix elements, 〈ni(β)〉β〈nj(β)〉β , is
in fact approximated by 〈ni(β)nj(β)〉β . This ignores the
non-zero (co)variance between the two amplitudes, which
(especially for diagonal contributions) can be significant,
and results in a biased sampling, even if the averaged
walker amplitudes themselves are unbiased. The root
cause is therefore the fact that the two amplitudes which
contribute to the density matrix element are correlated,
with the dominant error unsurprisingly coming from the
diagonal elements where the instantaneous amplitudes
are perfectly correlated, and where the error is of a sin-
gle sign, removing the possibility of error cancellation in
the neglected (co)variance.
Computing appropriately averaged values of the deter-
minant coefficients over the simulation, 〈ni(β)〉β , which
would remove the instantaneous correlation between the
walker populations, has prohibitive memory demands as
it involves storage of determinants that are occupied at
any stage of the simulation, even if their instantaneous
population is zero. A simple approach to reduce the bias
is to average the walker populations during the period
over which the determinant is occupied and use this as
an approximate value for the 〈ni(β)〉β determinant am-
plitude for the density matrix contribution (as was per-
formed for Ref.32 and the ‘biased’ comparison results
in section IV). However, since this contribution is not
averaged over periods while the determinant is unoccu-
pied, the density matrix is still a biased expectation value
of the sampled wavefunction. Numerical results suggest
that although this approach will tend to the exact den-
sity matrix and associated properties in the large walker
limit, the convergence to the exact result requires far
more walkers compared to the projected energy estimate.
In a recent article49 Blunt et al. introduced the ‘den-
sity matrix quantum Monte Carlo’ (DMQMC) method.
In this, the full N -electron density matrix is sampled
stochastically. From this quantity, lower-rank reduced
density matrices can be obtained via ‘tracing out’ of
additional degrees of freedom. However, this approach
contrasts with the approach taken here, where only the
7wavefunction is sampled, and we seek to directly find the
reduced density matrix which corresponds to this sam-
pled wavefunction. However, we draw inspiration from
the DMQMC approach, since they considered the use of
a replica trick to overcome a similar difficulty relating
to the evaluation of a quadratic function of a stochasti-
cally sampled distribution (this time of the density ma-
trix rather than wavefunction) – the Renyi S2 entangle-
ment entropy. In this, two uncorrelated walker samples
were propagated independently, thus rigorously remov-
ing any covariance between the sampled distributions.
They further suggest that this approach might be useful
for sampling expectation values, such as in Eq. 4, di-
rectly within FCIQMC. This approach was subsequently
used in Ref. 50, in order to compute dynamical expec-
tation values, including the Green’s functions and ar-
bitrary spectra. In the rest of this article we take up
this idea to calculate RDMs within FCIQMC and demon-
strate that an unbiased sampling can indeed be achieved,
dramatically improving the convergence over the biased
approach.
IV. UNBIASED FCIQMC DENSITY MATRIX REPLICA
SAMPLING
An unbiased RDM sampling can be achieved via two
independent walker populations (replicas), whose instan-
taneous weights on a determinant Di will be denoted n
(1)
i
and n
(2)
i for the first and second walker replicas respec-
tively. In this implementation, the replicas are prop-
agated with independent random number strings, and
each determinant with a walker weight in either of the
two replicas is stored in the data structures outlined in
Ref. 34, in the same fashion as handling complex walker
amplitudes in Ref. 19. This allows for the weight on
a given determinant over both replicas to be extracted
without any additional computational overhead.
Spawning, death and annihilation events are then ap-
plied to each population independently and two sets of
statistics gathered, including measures of EP and ES ,
with E
(1)
S and E
(2)
S used in the respective death proba-
bilities for the replicas. The two simulations are therefore
completely uncorrelated, apart from sharing the same ini-
tial conditions, from which they quickly decorrelate after
equilibration. Although this effectively doubles the com-
putational resources required per iteration, there are two
independent estimates of all quantities of interest, and so
by using this additional information, the random errors
in these quantities are reduced by a factor of
√
2. This
results in the calculation requiring only half the time.
Computational overheads therefore only effectively result
from increased memory requirements from the additional
replica population.
Uncorrelated and unbiased contributions to elements
of the reduced density matrices can then be found by
ensuring that any product of determinant populations is
computed from the amplitudes over both replicas. Con-
tributions to the diagonal elements of the RDMs can
be gathered each iteration from all instantaneously oc-
cupied determinants, by accumulation of n
(1)
i (β) n
(2)
i (β)
to the N(N−1)2 relevant diagonal elements. Off-diagonal
elements are accumulated through successful spawning
events, as detailed in section III, ensuring that the two
determinant weights ni and nj come from different pop-
ulations to ensure an unbiased sampling. However, there
are two possibilities with this.
From consideration of a determinant transition from
replica 1, Di → Dj, which occurs with probability
pc(j|i)(1), two possible contributions could be considered;
Forwards
n
(1)
i n
(2)
j
pc(j|i)(1) (20)
Backwards
n
(2)
i n
(1)
j
pc(j|i)(1) . (21)
It is important that only the ‘forwards’ contribution
is considered for the spawning events from replica 1
(Eq. 20), since including the latter ‘backwards’ contribu-
tion (Eq. 21) introduces a bias into the sampling. This
can be rationalized from consideration of an iteration
where n
(1)
i = 0 and n
(2)
i 6= 0. In this case, there would
be non-zero n
(2)
i n
(1)
j contributions which would never be
sampled, because there are no walkers on site i in the
first replica to spawn from. Instead the ‘backwards’ con-
tribution should be sampled only from transitions within
replica 2, with the denominator changed to pc(j|i)(2), and
appropriately averaged with the forwards contribution.
However, for the results presented in this paper, the con-
tributions from only one replica were considered, indi-
cating that a further reduction of the error bars in the
density matrix elements by a factor of
√
2 is trivially pos-
sible without additional cost.
Finally, as described in section III, the off-diagonal
contributions that involve direct connections to the refer-
ence determinant (generallyDHF) can be included explic-
itly, with the knowledge of nHF for both replicas known
to all processes each iteration. This will ensure the best
quality sampling for these generally important contribu-
tions, and avoid any sampling issues arising from Bril-
louins theorem. Again, the sampled density matrices
are normalized to fulfil the appropriate trace relations,
as well as made Hermitian at the end of the simulation
(which is only exactly achieved without this in the limit
of long sampling time), which ensures that Γpq,rs = Γ
∗
rs,pq
for the 2-RDM.
A simple comparison between the original, biased ap-
proach, and the replica sampling of the density matrices
in Fig. 1 shows the striking improvement in the quality
of the properties. It can be seen that the convergence of
the quasi-variational energy expectation value, ERDM, is
now comparable to that of the non-variational estimate,
EP (or faster in some instances). The ERDM estimate
is denoted ‘quasi-variational’, since it is only rigorously
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the convergence with number of walkers (Nw) for the energy estimate calculated from the sampled
density matrices (ERDM as given in Eq. 9), for C2 in a cc-pVTZ basis. The Hilbert space size is O[10
10] many-body functions.
‘Uncorrected’ refers to the biased sampling detailed in section III, while the expectation values from the unbiased replica-
sampled RDMs of section IV are denoted ‘Inst. Replica’. Also for comparison is the projected energy estimate, EP . This
system is identical to the one studied in Ref 32, which used the biased sampling algorithm, athough all values have been newly
generated here. Uncorrected RDMs were calculated with the integer i-FCIQMC algorithm (consistent with Ref. 32), whilst
replica-sampled RDMs use the non-integer walker weights as detailed in section IIA, with χ = 4, Nocc = 1, to represent the
best quality RDM available with the techniques presented in this paper. Errorbars are not included for ERDM estimates, since
only one calculation was performed. The use of non-integer walker weights does not generally remove the systematic error,
and so the improvement in ERDM between the two sampling techniques can be considered a result of the use of the unbiased
replica sampling. Remaining systematic error at low walker numbers can be attributed to the convergence of the initiator
approximation. This manifests more strongly in the equilibrium results than the multiconfigurational stretched case.
variational in the long sampling limit. For short sampling
times, it is possible that the replicas have sampled dif-
ferent wavefunctions within their stochastic errors, and
therefore the N -representability conditions of the RDMs
will not be strictly satisfied. Non-variational energies are
therefore possible within the random errors of the sam-
pling.
In the limit of sufficient sampling of imaginary time,
but where the number of walkers is not sufficient to
entirely converge the initiator error of the FCIQMC
method, ERDM will be variational, but is not in gen-
eral the same as EP . These two energy estimates will
only rigorously be the same where the sampled wave-
function represents an eigenstate. Therefore, this quasi-
variational estimate of the energy may have a different
convergence profile with Nw compared to the standard
energy estimates. This might provide a clearer measure
of decay of the initiator error, as well as potentially be-
ing more amenable to variational extrapolation of this
energy to the infinite walker limit to remove the effects
of the initiator error. This will be investigated in future
work.
The convergence to this large walker limit of the ERDM
expression can be assessed via comparison to FCI re-
sults, as shown in Fig. 2, where a smaller system than
that of Fig. 1 allows the exact 2-RDM to be calculated.
This indicates that the ERDM expression appears to pro-
vide a more rapid convergence to the large walker limit
in the case of more multiconfigurational wavefunctions,
simulated by the stretching of the triply-bonded nitrogen
molecule to 4.2 a0. This is unsurprising, since the pro-
jected energy expression used a trial wavefunction which
was simply the Hartree–Fock determinant, whose weight
in the FCI expansion diminishes rapidly as the bond is
stretched51. The use of a multiconfigurational trial wave-
function would improve the projected energy estimate
in these cases. However, it is clear that in these cases,
ERDM provides a good estimate of the energy, with a far
larger number of spawning events in the space directly
contributing to the energy (all to a determinant with a
non-zero population in the other replica), rather than
just the distribution of a small fraction of walkers on the
reference determinant and its direct excitations.
This improvement of the ERDM energy estimator over
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FIG. 2. Convergence of ERDM and EP with Nw for equilibrium (1.094A˚) and stretched (4.2a0) N2 in a cc-pVDZ basis. ERDM
was calculated with the instantaneous replica sampling method, using non-integer coefficients. τ = 10−3a.u.−1 and 8 electrons
were frozen. The Hilbert space size is O[105] many-body functions. Convergence rate is seen to be substantially improved
(comparable to or faster than the projected energy estimate) for more multiconfigurational systems.
the EP value is again borne out for multiconfigurational
problems when considering not the number of walkers re-
quired, but the sampling time required for the random
errors associated with the energy estimate to fall to an
acceptable value. This can be observed in Fig. 3, where
the convergence of the energy for a given number of itera-
tions is in general faster than the corresponding projected
energy estimate. The convergence of other properties
derived from the sampled density matrices will be inves-
tigated in section V, after a consideration of the com-
putational costs associated with sampling of the density
matrices.
A. Computational Efficiency Considerations
The replica-sampled RDM method achieves an unbi-
ased sampling of the 2-RDM by adding in instantaneous
contributions n
(1)/(2)
i × n(2)/(1)j throughout the simula-
tion. Although there is an associated computational cost
for running another independent replica of the walker
population, this cost is largely offset by the improvement
in the statistics that result compared to running twice
as long. Therefore, the dominant additional overhead for
propagation of the additional replica comes from the as-
sociated memory requirements. The accumulation of the
2-RDM also has associated costs, since the memory re-
quired is of size O[M4]. Since this is of the same size as
the storage of the two-electron integrals required for the
calculation and also stored in memory, it is currently not
a bottleneck. However, eventually these memory costs
may be required to be distributed among the computa-
tional nodes34.
The dominant computational cost in sampling the den-
sity matrix comes from the accumulation of the diagonal
matrix elements, as each occupied determinant requires
an O[N2] operation to identify and update all the nec-
essary 2-RDM elements each iteration. Therefore, any
approach that reduces the frequency at which these con-
tributions need to be added in will reduce the computa-
tional cost associated with accumulating the RDM, with
increasing returns at large N . This can be achieved with
an approach whereby we store and calculate a running
average of a determinant’s weight within a defined block
of iterations, and only add in its diagonal RDM con-
tributions (and connections to reference determinant, if
applicable) once at the end of these blocks, weighted by
the number of iterations in that block. In so doing, con-
tributions to the diagonal elements and DHF connections
can be summed in much less frequently without any loss
of information.
However, the implementation of such an averaging
technique requires careful thought to ensure that no sys-
tematic bias is introduced into the RDM contributions,
whilst making the best use of the available data in the
simulation. This dictates that ‘blocks’ of iterations over
which the weight on a determinant is averaged should
start whenever a determinant has a change in occupa-
tion status (i.e. becomes newly unoccupied or newly oc-
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FIG. 3. Convergence of errors in ERDM and EP with Monte Carlo iterations for equilibrium and stretched N2. ERDM values
are calculated with the replica sampling method and non-integer coefficients. The values at each accumulation time are then
plotted relative to the value at I = 2× 107, to give an estimate of the random sampling error in ERDM with iterations I . The
dashed green line represents the random error in EP calculated over the same number of iterations and simulation setup. This
was calculated by conducting a blocking analysis on data sets of differing length, and fitting to these data points52. The plotted
fit lines for the EP estimate have the form O[I
−0.52] and O[I−0.57], consistent with the expected O[I−0.5] scaling of stochastic
errors in Monte Carlo methods. It can be seen that the error in the ERDM estimate from the accumulated RDMs is (at all
iteration values) less than the corresponding EP energy, while following the same O[I
−0.5] rate of convergence. This indicates
that the random errors in the ERDM energy are equivalent, or smaller, than the corresponding EP value for a given number of
iterations, with the stretched case showing a greater improvement over EP .
cupied) in either replica population. This ensures that
the only blocks with a non-zero contribution to the RDM
exactly correspond with the set of iterations that would
have produced a non-zero contribution when adding in
snapshots instantaneously every iteration.
This averaging approach retains the unbiased nature
of the RDM sampling, but has a significant advantage in
terms of simulation time, as contributions to the diagonal
elements and DHF connections are only required at block
boundaries (and for the diagonal contribution, only when
both replicas have been occupied in the block), rather
than every iteration. Therefore, for a given determinant,
its contributions to the RDM diagonal elements, which
are added in only at the end of each averaging block, now
take the form
〈n(1)i 〉a 〈n(2)i 〉aI(Di)a (22)
where 〈n(1)i 〉a is the average weight on Di in population
1 within averaging block a, and I(Di)a is the number
of iterations within that averaging block. This removes
what rapidly becomes the dominant cost as the number
of electrons in the system increases. Similarly, if the given
determinant is a single or double excitation of DHF, the
off-diagonal contributions from this connection are added
in at the same time as the diagonal contributions, taking
the form:
〈n(1)HF〉 〈n(2)i 〉aI(Di)a (23)
where 〈n(1)HF〉 is the measure of the average population
on DHF up to the iteration where the contribution is
included.
Although this averaging approach can also be shown
to achieve an unbiased sampling of the diagonal elements
and the explicitly included DHF connections, the pres-
ence of serial correlation in determinant amplitudes cre-
ates a problem for the remaining stochastically sampled
off-diagonal contributions if these averaged coefficients
are used. Therefore, off-diagonal elements must con-
tinue to be accumulated using instantaneous determinant
weights as detailed previously. However, this is not a par-
ticular burden since for the off-diagonal elements there is
only one contribution (for sampled double excitations),
or O[N ] (if a single excitation is sampled).
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V. MOLECULAR PROPERTIES
It is important not to simply consider the density ma-
trix energy estimator when benchmarking the quality of
the RDMs, since the action of contracting the density ma-
trices with the Hamiltonian will place emphasis on parts
of the RDM matrix, while being relatively insensitive to
others. Indeed, the algorithm dictates that it preferen-
tially samples those elements whose contribution to the
variational energy estimator is largest. In addition, the
primary motivation for the sampling of the density matri-
ces is for the computation of unbiased molecular proper-
ties derived from the density matrices, whose value could
not be computed in an unbiased fashion from a projected
estimator.
Figures 4 and 5 show various properties derived from
the one- and two-body sampled density matrices, com-
pared to exact results from density matrices computed
from a FCI diagonalization of the system. Both an equi-
librium (relatively single reference), and stretched triple
bond (strongly multiconfigurational) are shown, to high-
light any potential differences arising from the sampling
of the RDMs within different wavefunction characteris-
tics. Also, both the instantaneous replica RDM sam-
pling, as well as the cheaper but still unbiased sampling
of averaged determinantal weights for diagonal RDM ele-
ments are shown. These are all within random errorbars
of each other, confirming the equivalence of these two ap-
proaches, and the fact that the averaging of determinant
weights should always be performed.
The properties sampled in these results include the
spin quantum number of the sampled wavefunction48,
and two differing corrections to the wavefunction ame-
liorating the basis set incompleteness in the representa-
tion, proposed by Valeev et al.40,53,54. The first ([2]R12)
approximately corrects for the incompleteness in the two-
electron form of the correlation hole around each coales-
cence point40, while [2]S corrects for the incompleteness
relating to the single-particle orbital representation53.
Although the [2]S correction was originally proposed in
the context of accelerating convergence with respect to
the external space within CASSCF calculations, in this
context it is used without orbital optimization, with the
entire orbital space considered as occupied. This can
cause convergence difficulties and intruder states as H(0)
does not necessarily separate between the orbital and
CABS spaces. However, whether this quantity is a robust
correction for single-particle basis incompleteness with-
out combining it with orbital optimization is separate to
the use of it as a metric for analysis of the convergence of
the parent density matrix, for which it is primarily used
in this study.
These quantities, as well as other explicit correlation
corrections, have been applied to FCIQMC wavefunc-
tions previously32,55. It was found that these two prop-
erties were far more sensitive than ERDM on the qual-
ity of the sampled off-diagonal 2-RDM elements, and so
provided a complementary test of the sampling quality.
Nevertheless, the errors in these quantities is an order
of magnitude smaller than ERDM, and converges at least
as rapidly to the exact result. The error in these quan-
tities is expected to solely result from initiator error in
the sampled wavefunction, which decreases as observed
as the number of walkers increases, as all other sources
of systematic error from the density matrices have been
removed56,57. The random error in the calculations is
also very small, having been estimated from independent
calculations.
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FIG. 4. Comparing instantaneous and averaged diagonal
RDM replica sampling methods for convergence of selected
properties with number of walkers, Nw, for equilibrium
(1.094A˚) N2 cc-pVDZ. Both approaches are unbiased, and are
shown to be equivalent within their random errorbars (most
are entirely overlaid). Plotted is ERDM, as well as [2]R12 and
[2]S explicit correlation energy corrections (see Refs. 40 and
54) and the value of the spin quantum number, S, of the sam-
pled wavefunction48. These errorbars are calculated from five
independent calculations, but are often too small to be seen.
Dotted lines give the exact FCI value for each quantity, while
stochastic RDMs were accumulated over ∼ 5×106 iterations.
8 electrons are frozen, with τ = 10−3a.u.−1
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we propose the replica-sampled RDM
method for computing one- and two-body reduced den-
sity matrices from a stochastic FCIQMC sampling of
the wavefunction. The replica sampling allows for the
elimination of systematic errors due to the quadratic de-
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FIG. 5. This plot details equivalent results to Fig. 4, but for
the more multiconfigurational, stretched N2 molecule (4.2a0).
Note the reduction in the error in ERDM as the bond is
stretched. This contrasts in general with EP , which degrades
as the wavefunctions become less compact and more difficult
to sample in these multiconfigurational cases58.
pendence of the density matrix elements on the sam-
pled wavefunction, from which a previous implementa-
tion suffered badly. The resultant reduced density ma-
trices have no systematic error besides the initiator error
present in the inherent sampling of the wavefunction it-
self, which can be systematically improved by increasing
overall walker number. The accumulation of the RDMs
runs alongside the sampling of the wavefunction, mak-
ing use of the two-body operator moves of FCIQMC,
therefore adding only modest additional computational
overheads for the calculation of the density matrices.
Averaged determinant weights are used for the con-
tributions to the RDM diagonal elements and DHF con-
nections, therefore avoiding a potentially costly O[N2]
step for each occupied determinant each iteration, with-
out additional errors being incurred. However, instanta-
neous weights are used for the stochastic sampling of the
remaining off-diagonal contributions, retaining the un-
biased qualities of the original all-instantaneous replica
sampling approach. The properties derived from these
density matrices are shown to converge with increasing
walker number to exact results at a comparable rate to
the standard projected energy estimators, as the initiator
error is reduced.
This is also true for the quasi-variational energy esti-
mator derived from the density matrices (strictly varia-
tional in the large imaginary-time limit). This estimate
is found to be an accurate alternative to the projected
estimate, especially powerful in strongly correlated, mul-
ticonfigurational wavefunctions, where the absence of a
large weighted wavefunction space to project onto can
result in large random errors in this approach. Further-
more, the quasi-variational nature of the value may lend
itself to extrapolation techniques for the systematic ini-
tiator error.
On the face of it, it would appear that the scaling of the
replica-sampled reduced density matrix will be poor with
respect to increasing system size, as it requires spawning
events onto a determinant occupied in the other replica
in order to accumulate off-diagonal contributions. How-
ever, it is precisely this type of event which is required
for the annihilation part of the algorithm, crucial for the
suppression of the sign-problem in the space (aided by
the initiator conditions). Because of this, we do not an-
ticipate the scaling to be particularly worse than that of
the fundamental ability of the algorithm to resolve the
correct wavefunction. This precise scaling is expected to
be dependent on the expectation values being probed, as
well as the system under investigation, and further stud-
ies are underway to observe the accuracy of the properties
as the system sizes increase.
Finally, it should be noted that it is straightforward to
combine this approach with more recent developments
and extensions of FCIQMC, such as the semi-stochastic
sampling of the space35, extraction of excited states59,60,
and additional symmetries such as time-reversal sym-
metry and (angular) momentum symmetries which have
been constrained in the walker dynamics14. We now plan
on turning our attention to larger systems, and an as-
sessment of the accuracy of other properties, including
nuclear forces and electrical moments of molecules.
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